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About This Game
Robot Incursion is a casual virtual reality wave shooter for the HTC Vive. There are 6 different levels where you will have to
defend yourself with either an assault rifle, turret or grenades. To avoid getting hit, you can either use the cover around you, or
quickly dart out of the way, as the shots are being fired.
When you first start the game, go to 'Training', where you will learn how to use the weapons and complete various timed
challenges.
Each level has a global and local leaderboard, so you can compete with other players to get the highest score.
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Highly recommended. I've been playing different iterations of this game for over a decade now. Sure, it's not pretty to look at
but it's not supposed to be (and frankly, I don't want it to be). It's supposed to immerse you in the details of your football team.
The ratings/stat output are precise and the contracts and decisions you need to make as GM are realistic. This is a thinking man's
(or woman's) football game. If you love football, you should give this a try. This is the Football Manager TM (soccer) of
American football (before all the dots and 3d). You will get your money's worth. The multiplayer universe is fun and the leagues
are great to participate in as well.. First thing I need to say here is that I bought this game willingly and knowing that it is in early
access. Keep this in mind. These are simple observations for constructive use. Not pointless criticisms. I LOVE the concept of
the game but in this current state it is obviously very raw. This is more of a first impression than a proper review.
To the developers; the "Quit" button does not work in the main menu. Click = nothing happens
Also, menu options only being outside of the game itself is not a good way to construct your interface. I have no real experience
creating video games so I don't know how easy/difficult it would be to fix these things but these are just simple aspects that
could end up making or breaking your game.
I have found even in the small amount of gameplay I've engaged with that there are many animals that will not attack or even
run away when you shoot them. I eventually found my way into a valley after having spent some time gathering animal
parts/rocks/trees etc. and ran into two wolves attacking a deer that was running in place. I killed one wolf and punched about 12
rounds into the other one, to no effect. The deer did not die either and there seemed to be a rather large hit barrier around all
three of them, preventing me from getting too close to them.
As I mentioned above, I am aware this game is one day out of release. But I'd like to support you guys as much as possible in
terms of reporting bugs/fixes/possible changes. And as you know, there will be a LOT of them.
I am very interested in the concept of this game and I have been hoping for a Red Dead Redemption-esque PC title for a long
time. You have something here that has amazing potential. I sincerely hope this game gets to full release and contains everything
you've proposed.
Will give a rating upon further releases.. I'm really excited about this visual novel! Maria, the protagonist, is such a well-written
example of a gender-nonconforming boy/man (which are near impossible to find in any sort of media in the first place, much
less written with this much care) and, so far, every other potentially delicate subject has been handled with just as much tact.
Refreshing, touching, adorable, a little heartbreaking - a nice, casual read!. Scratches that old school wing commander itch quite
nicely. Could use a little more depth, but I applaud the efforts of the 2-man team.. very good ship graphics and controls
clear and concise game manual
plays well even if you simply choose to stay on the strategy map
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plays even better if you choose to go to ship level combat
no crashes or problems on windows 7 64 bit
if you like naval wargames with a bit of charm and plenty of historical accuracy then get this

. Overall enjoyable. It is a little tedious but, it doesnt drag on to long; do your chores and you will be fine. Watch your sensor
(oculus) setup or you will be a little frustrated at times. Spent a total of 8 hours but, my finished easy campain i finished in a
little under 3 hours. It took me a few restarts to quit dying.
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I can't believe how bad the optimization for this game is. I was getting maybe 3 fps in the game and 3 minutes later had my
entire computer crash! I'm definetly going to refund until this game is better optimized.. This is a nice little bonus. The voices
are what keep me coming back...However, I'd say my only complaint (and this is for the actual game itself) is that some of the
dialogue is repetitive. For example, a character often says the same word in a single sentence. A bit of a nitpick, but I am an
English major so it's hard to miss for me. Overall though, I'd say you're getting a good deal for 5 bucks.. A stellar followup to
the game jam original, Heap of Trouble reworks the original game by allowing you to swap around powerups and choose how to
compliment your weaknesses in playing, so yeah, well worth the purchase if you want a quick, replayable game with a lot of
variety and secrets to explore.. Absolutely lovely, killed my first monster after some minutes trying to map my controls, even
though i couldn't do it, got to area 3 right after one of the "cutscenes" started, the game crashes
10\/10 would drink bleach again
. Quite possibly the worst sports simulation out there. The previous incarnations from many years ago had better everything
you'd care to name. Avoid at all costs.. An ok action RPG if you ask me. It has graphics that are cartoony (similar to Torchlight)
and somewhat realistic. It mixes both of them really. I'm not that far in, but I really haven't seen much a story so far. Gameplay
is like any other action RPG, so, lots of combat and a bit of quest solving while doing that. For a cheap game it's not that bad.
Bit unpolished maybe. And I've been told it's pretty short (since it's an episode). My advice ? Hmm, I don't know... But I'm sure
you can find out on your own if this is the game for you.
[Rating: 61\/100]
New Update!:
Enemies and levels have been improved. Performance optimizations have also been implemented.. Update:
A grip mode option has been added to the menu, to support the Valve Index controllers. You can now choose between 'toggle
grip' for using the HTC Vive wands and 'hold grip' for using the Valve Index controllers.
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